AGNl PUR AN AM.	T2r>
Om Narayana Vidtnahe; Vasudeva Dhimahi, Tanna Vishnu
Prachod?yat    He should consecrate the knees,   thighs,  and
navel  of the  idol  and adorn the feet with a garland "of one
thousand and eight flowers.    The garland  should  be  made
duly thirty two fingers long (8—10).    In the circular lotus of
one ringer the pericarp,  filament, leaf, the first mantram and
the outer circumference of the circle should   be  consecrated
(II).    In  the 'altar with fingers, the threads for the self, the
preceptors and  the parents should be consecrated.   Twelve
strings should be consecrated to the end of the navel  and  a
similar number of purified scents.   Then two garlands should
be tied with two ringers with the recitation of one hundred
and   eight  mantrams   (12—13).    Then   with  the  ring  and
middle fingers twenty four and thirty six garlands should  be
severally consecrated for the sun.    Then with fingers begin-
ing with the youngest twelve strings should be placed at the
purified origin of the sun, fire &c as  In the  case of Vishnu.
Then  the  sacrificial thread  should  be, according  to one's
might, placed in the articles of the worship of Vishnu on the
altar in the pit encircled by  a girdle (14—16).    A  person,
who performs  ablution and Sandhya, should dye the seven-
teen strings of thread, divided into three parts, with Rochana
(yellow pigment), Aguruf camphor, turmeric, red lac or sandal.
Then in the sacrificial room on the eleventh day of both the
dark  and light  fortnights he should adore the Lord Hari
(17—18).    He should offer edibles on the altar for his  entire
family.   He should offer tfeem to Khetrapala at the end of the
door and adore Shree on  the  door.    He  should then adore
Dhata,  Daksha,  VidhatS,  GangI, Yamuna, the conch-shell,
Padma Nidhi and then in the middle his house and then  his
bow.   He  should then  perform the pudficatary rite of the
elements (19—20).
Om, hum, Has, Phat, Hum, I restrain the subtle particle
of.smell.   Salutation.

